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The Freedom Gaming System

Why Freedom Gaming?
Tech and Action Perfectly Combined 
All kids love tech, but Freedom Gaming gets them moving, too! Players climb, crawl, jump and run through the obstacles – in a crazy, 
fun-filled rush to hit the pods and score points for their team. 

'Teamwork Makes the Dream Work' 
In the Freedom Gaming arena egos get left at the door. This is all about the group challenge where no-one is left behind. A 
highly sociable game in which players have one goal – to work together to score the most points and put their team at the top 
of the leaderboard. 

Robust and User-friendly 
Freedom Gaming uses non-RFID technology – it’s easy to play, operate, install and maintain. Plus, staff training is simple, 
with the added bonus that no wristbands are required! 

Ideal for Parties and Events 
From birthday parties and private hire to student challenges and corporate events, Freedom Gaming adds a fast-
paced and thrilling new dimension – and potential new revenue stream – to any park or FEC. 

Once is Never Enough! 
Games last 3, 5 or 10 minutes, with up to 6 teams. Large LED leaderboards located around the arena display 
high scores, motivating repeat plays and providing opportunities for sharing triumphs on social media. 

Simple, Inclusive, Fun 
The Freedom Gaming concept is simple to understand, so players of all ages and abilities can enjoy taking 
part. Straight-forward gameplay makes this a high-octane, high energy treasure hunt! 

System Diagram

Robust, multi-coloured 
Freedom Gaming pods.

Games and team names are 
launched via a touchscreen. 

Leaderboard displaying top 
scores for the day, month and 

all-time leaders.

Live, in-play scoreboards keep 
players and spectators

up to date.



Freedom Gaming Arena Designs

Our Freedom Gaming launch partners, Sidijk (mainland Europe), The Play Company (UK) and Fun Spot (North America) 
can custom design an arena for you that suits your target age group, space and budget. Here are some examples:

The Play Company Sidijk

Freedom Gaming Obstacles
Our Freedom Gaming launch partners have created a number of thrilling modules to include within your arena. Here 
are a few of our favourites:

Power Tower 
(The Play Company)

Giant Rollers
(The Play Company)

X-Wing
(The Play Company)

Run Gravity
(Sidijk)

Sky Ladder
(Sidijk)

Vertical Climb
(Sidijk)

Specification

Entry Level Game Array 1 HUB 15 PODS

Basic Game Zone 2 HUBS 30 PODS

Standard Game Zone 3 HUBS 45 PODS

Mid-Size Game Arena 4 HUBS 60 PODS

Full Game Arena 5 HUBS 75 PODS

Adventure Maze 6 HUBS 90 PODS

Large Adventure Maze 7 HUBS 105 PODS

Labyrinth 8 HUBS 120 PODS

With various package options available, see the table below to calculate how many modules and pods would 
be required for your arena size.
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Specification
 → Main computer HUB.
 → Additional secondary HUB (1 unit per 15 

pods).
 → Interactive pods mounted in PET 

mouldings with backplates.
 → Rugged pods - tested to 5 million hits.
 → 2 x Loudspeakers.
 → Cabling for all pods.
 → 15.6" Game launch touchscreen.
 → 55" Live leaderboad display TVs (# 

dependant on size of the system).

Gameplay 
Game 1: Team Colour Chase

A versatile team game, set up by the game marshal.  Players are 
divided into 2-6 teams, with a choice of 3, 5 or 10 mins game time.   

All the pods in the arena are lit up, divided equally between the 
chosen teams’ colours. Players score points by hitting the lights 
in their team’s colour. After they’ve been hit, pods change to a 
different colour.

Game 2: Continuous Gameplay

Unsupervised game for individuals or teams.  Players can start at 
any time by selecting an available team colour on the registration 
tablet. Game time (e.g. 3 mins) is pre-set by the centre operator.  

Game 3: Quick Play

Simplified game for individuals or team, no supervision needed.  
All pods are divided between 2 colours, with pre-set game time 
chosen by the centre.  Players pick a colour and compete head-to-
head. At the end of the game, scores are shown on the leaderboard 
and the next game can start within 30 seconds.

*More games will be released in 2021/22

Freedom Gaming 
vs. RFID

Support
We offer two levels of support for Freedom Gaming Systems in-line with our distributors. The support options are outlined below.

Standard: 24-month Parts and Software Warranty

Freedom Gaming includes 24 months remote hardware support/parts replacement warranty and ship to site cover, plus 2 months of 
remote software support. This subscription gives access to patches and software fixes but does not include upgrades or new game 
releases. 

Optional: Enhanced 'Always-On' Support & Upgrade Subscription

This subscription gives the operator access to ongoing improvements, new game programmes, proactive system monitoring and the highest 
level of remote software support. 

Rugged Interactive is the trading name of Design for Sport Developments Ltd. CRN: 07114134. Address: Rugged Interactive, Unit 1 Callywith Court, Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2RQ.        © 2021 Design for Sport Developments Ltd.

Hit Pods to play.
Our pods need a real hit or press, which is much 
more rewarding – and reliable – than waving an 
RFID wristband over a sensor.

Easy staff training.
Staff training for Freedom Gaming is simple 
and takes just a few minutes. RFID training 
would have to include data systems, GDPR and 
wristband encoding.

Multiple game options.
Freedom Gaming has game options to suit any 
user and every park type. Suitable for individual 
play, groups, birthday parties, and all age groups, 
and perfectly adaptable to quiet and busy 
periods with or without supervision.

Simple Wireless Connection.
Our system requires simple wireless connection 
for occasional updates, rather than 24/7 cloud 
access for RFID systems.

Low Cost of Maintenance.
Low-cost, swap in, swap out pods make 
Freedom Gaming easy to maintain.


